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Abstract
There are currently lifestyle modifications and medications that are highly successful in
controlling hypertension. Nevertheless, many hypertensive individuals do not implement
lifestyle changes and fail to adhere to medication regimens (Fullwood et al., 2006;
Wetzels et al., 2006). The current study sought to understand both sociodemographic and
intrinsic factors associated with the implementation of recommended lifestyle
modifications for treatment of hypertension. The study represents the first step in the
application of the Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills (IMB) model of health
behavior and health promotion to hypertension. The primary goal was to provide a profile
of the variables relevant for adherence to the multifaceted treatment recommendations for
the hypertensive population. 151 participants, aged 55 to 79 with a hypertension
diagnosis, completed questionnaires that assessed demographic and socioeconomic
status, medical history, gross mental status, personality, self-efficacy, health locus of
control, perceived social support, stage of change, and behavioral change since diagnosis
of hypertension. The study examined the predictive power of these sociodemographic and
intrinsic variables on the recommended lifestyle modifications (medication adherence,
physical activity, diet, weight reduction or maintenance of normal weight, moderation of
alcohol consumption, and smoking status), as well as total change. The results show there
was no set of sociodemographic or intrinsic factors that predicted implementation of all
lifestyle modifications. Although age and socioeconomic status are significant risk
factors for hypertension, neither was found to be significant indicators of change. It was
found that for most modifications there were intrinsic factors that had limited predictive
power. Perceived instrumental social support, Conscientiousness, and Neuroticism were
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predictive of physical activity levels; perceived emotional social support and
Conscientiousness were predictive of a healthy diet; and perceived emotional social
support and Neuroticism were predictive of total change. In addition, a healthy diet was
associated with increased physical activity, lower body mass index (BMI), and greater
overall change. Hypertensive patients were also more likely to implement dietary change
than other lifestyle modifications. Overall, hypertensive patients are not consistently
implementing the recommended behavioral modifications, and despite reported
adherence to medication regimens, their blood pressure and BMI on average remain
above recommended levels. The study revealed that overall intrinsic factors do play a role
in implementation of behavioral recommendations, and that the personality factors of
Conscientiousness and Neuroticism along with perceived social support may be
important factors to consider when addressing health-related change behavior. In the
future these findings could provide researchers with individualized motivation to change
information and assist in developing more individualized treatment paradigms.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is often referred to as the silent killer. The
disorder is often characterized by few to no symptoms and yet is a risk factor for
numerous other deadly diseases and disorders. Hypertension is the leading chronic
medical diagnosis in the United States, yet less than 50% of those with hypertension are
aware of their diagnosis, and of those who are aware many do not have their blood
pressure under control (American Heart Association, 2007; Chobanian et al., 2003).
There are currently lifestyle modifications and medications that are highly
successful in controlling hypertension. Nevertheless, many hypertensive individuals do
not implement lifestyle changes and fail to adhere to medication regimens (Fullwood
Guyton-Krishman, Wallace, & Sommer, 2006; Wetzels et al., 2006). Motivation to
implement change in their lifestyles is crucial to the success of any intervention and
especially important in self-care treatment interventions that are often used with
hypertensive individuals. Therefore, researchers and clinicians must assess people’s
motivation to change in addition to providing them with a diagnosis and information
about the disorder.
In this study variables influencing the implementation of lifestyle change were
examined for their overall effect. The study was designed within the context of the
Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills (IMB) model of health behavior and health
promotion. The study sought to understand the influence of both sociodemographic and
intrinsic factors on the implementation of treatment recommendations and to provide
information for future formulation and implementation of individualized self-care
treatment interventions for hypertensive individuals.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
Approximately one-third of adults in America are coping with hypertension (Ong,
Cheung, Man, Lau, & Lam, 2007). The following sections first define hypertension and
detail the negative consequences of the disorder. Next, current prevention and treatment
recommendations are described along with some previous intervention studies. The IMB
model is then described; it provides a model for health behavior change as well as a
model for empirical research on health behavior. Finally, variables associated with
behavioral change are discussed.
Hypertension
Definition of Hypertension
Hypertension is defined as a systolic blood pressure equal to or greater than 140
mmHg or a diastolic blood pressure greater than 90 mmHg. Systolic pressure indicates
the force of the blood in the arteries as the heart beats. Diastolic pressure is the force of
blood in the arteries as the heart relaxes.
There are three stages of hypertension: prehypertension includes individuals with
a systolic blood pressure of 120 to 139 mmHg or a diastolic blood pressure of 80 to 89
mmHg. Stage 1 hypertension includes individuals with systolic blood pressure of 140 to
159 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure of 90 to 99 mmHg. Stage 2 hypertension includes
individuals with systolic blood pressure of 160 mmHg or higher or diastolic blood
pressure of 100 mmHg or greater (Chobanian et al., 2003). Individuals in the
prehypertensive stage are at increased risk and twice as likely to develop hypertension
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(Chobanian et al., 2003; Vasan, Larson, Leip, Kannel, & Levy, 2001). The goal for the
prehypertension diagnosis is to heighten awareness and encourage individuals to work
toward decreasing their risk through the recommended behavioral changes.
Hypertension is the number one primary medical diagnosis in the United States;
72 million people are thought to be hypertensive. The worldwide estimate is 1 billion
individuals with a hypertension diagnosis (American Heart Association, 2007; Chobanian
et al., 2003). It has been estimated that the total annual cost of hypertension in the United
States alone is approximately 55.5 billion dollars (American Heart Association, 2007).
The incidence of hypertension continues to increase, and the costs associated with
treatment are likely to increase as well. Moreover, an estimated 30% of people with
hypertension remain undiagnosed, and about 65% of those who are diagnosed do not
have their condition under control (American Heart Association, 2007). These latter
statistics suggest that hypertensive individuals are unaware of the dangers associated with
the disorder and suggest a significant need to increase diagnosis, treatment, awareness,
and prevention.
Standard of Care
Hypertension is often characterized by an absence of signs and symptoms.
Therefore, it is recommended that all individuals have blood pressure measurements
taken at least every 2 years. For individuals at greater risk for developing hypertension,
such as elderly adults, those with a familial history of hypertension or heart disease,
overweight or obese individuals, and those of African-American or Hispanic heritage,
blood pressure measurements should be taken at least annually (Krautkramer, 2006).
Blood pressure measurements taken at a health care visit should be obtained with proper
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equipment, and two or more measurements should be taken at each visit to ensure the
validity and persistence of the blood pressure level (American College of Cardiology et
al., 2005). Hypertension is diagnosed following at least two consecutive medical visits
with elevated blood pressure.
Once diagnosed with hypertension individuals should develop a plan of care with
their physician that includes recommended changes in diet (including reduced sodium
and alcohol intake) and increased exercise as well as pharmacological treatment.
Following initial diagnosis individuals are encouraged to return for follow-up visits as
frequently as monthly until medication and behavioral changes adequately control blood
pressure levels and every 3 to 6 months thereafter (American College of Cardiology et
al., 2005).
Risk Factors
Heredity. There are numerous risk factors for hypertension. These risk factors
affect diverse groups of individuals, and frequently individuals have multiple risk factors
that increase their likelihood of developing hypertension. Heredity has recently been
investigated as a possible factor that predisposes people to hypertension, and numerous
studies have sought to determine if there is a hypertension susceptibility gene or genes.
Thus far a gene for this disorder has not yet been confirmed, but research has identified
some promising candidates through genome linkage studies such as gene SLC4A5
(Arnett et al., 2007). A genetically predisposed individual will most likely develop
hypertension despite a healthy diet and lifestyle (Giampietro, 2003). Many hypertensive
individuals have a familial history of the disorder; however, this may be attributable to
the high prevalence of the disorder rather than heredity.
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Body weight and diet. Approximately 122 million people in the Unites States are
overweight or obese (Flegal, Croll, Ogden, & Johnson, 2002). The significant increase in
the number of overweight and obese Americans has significantly increased the number of
people with hypertension. In addition, weight is an independent risk factor for heart
disease such that individuals who are overweight or obese and also hypertensive have a
compounded risk for cardiovascular disease.
Classification as overweight consists of a body mass index between 25 and 30,
and an obese classification is a body mass index of 30 or greater (American Heart
Association, 2007). Body mass index is a measure that assesses body weight in relation to
height and is highly correlated with body fat composition. In some cases a body mass
index above the healthy range may not indicate excessive weight due to fat but rather
weight due to increased muscle mass. In this case, body fat measures and waist
circumference (when measured just above the navel) may be better estimates of body fat
composition and risk for hypertension. Waist circumference for men should be less than
40 inches and less than 35 inches for women (American Heart Association, 2007).
As an individual’s weight increases, the risk for disease increases as well.
Therefore, any reduction in weight decreases one’s risk for disease. There are a number
of factors contributing to the increase in American body weight including diets high in
saturated fat, diets high in sodium content (processed foods), and increasingly sedentary
lifestyles. Often a significant change in diet and adopting an exercise regimen can
significantly improve the health of an individual and reduce or eliminate the risk for
hypertension or regulate existing hypertension.
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Socioeconomic status (SES). Individuals from lower SES backgrounds have a
higher incidence of cardiovascular disease and higher mortality rates (Winkleby,
Kraemer, Ahn, & Varady, 1998). They are also more likely to have hypertension. In
addition, lower SES is thought to pose a barrier to blood pressure control, especially in
minority populations (Chobanian et al., 2003).
Several indicators of SES may be relevant to the implementation of lifestyle
modifications. Three of these indicators are limited access to health care, lack of
education, and low household income (Krautkramer, 2006). Access to medical care is of
particular importance in diagnosis, treatment, and management of hypertension. One
indication of access to medical care is insurance status (insured, uninsured, and
Medicaid). About half of all uninsured persons with chronic conditions such as
hypertension forgo needed medical care or fail to use prescription drugs due to cost
(Krautkramer, 2006). In addition, education is thought to be related to overall health and
health management. The percentage of adults diagnosed with hypertension with less than
a high school education was 1.4 times the rate of those with a college education (Carroll,
2004). Similarly, household income levels affect hypertension rates; low-income
individuals have a higher rate of hypertension diagnosis than individuals with high
income (Carroll, 2004). Along with the issues discussed, the lower socioeconomic
population has limited access to the resources needed to implement lifestyle and behavior
changes necessary to affect their health.
Minority status. Some minority groups are differentially affected by
hypertension. Hypertension is more prevalent in African-Americans (28.5%)than in their
Caucasian counterparts (22.1%) (Carroll, 2004). On the other hand, hypertension is
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diagnosed less frequently for the Hispanic population (12.3%) than for their Caucasian
counterparts; however, Hispanic hypertensives have less positive outcomes (Carroll,
2004).
There exists a treatment gap for both African-Americans and Hispanics. This may
reflect the influence of SES. African-American and Hispanic hypertensive individuals
have less education and are more likely to be uninsured and lack access to or ability to
pay for medications (Carroll, 2004; Krautkramer, 2006). In addition, African-Americans
have been found to respond differently to certain medications, although this is often
eliminated by combination drug treatment (Chobanian et al., 2003). There are also
cultural differences in diets and in beliefs about and experiences with the heath care
system that may influence hypertension treatment (Betancourt, Carrillo, & Green, 1999).
Aging. As advances in sanitation and medicine have decreased death rates due to
communicable disease, disorders associated with aging have increased due to aging of the
overall population (American Heart Association, 2007). Advancing age is associated with
increased risk for developing hypertension. As the population has aged, hypertension has
become the number one diagnosis in America (Chobanian et al., 2003). Across the world
the incidence of hypertension has increased, and now there are thought to be
approximately 1 billion people worldwide with hypertension (American Heart
Association, 2007). By age 55 adults in the United States have an approximately 90%
chance of developing hypertension in their lifetime (Vasan, 2001). In addition, older
adults are less likely to have their hypertension under control (Chobanian et al., 2003)
According to socioemotional selectivity theory, when perceived boundaries on
time become shorter people tend to have present-centered goals as opposed to future-
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oriented goals (Lockenhoff & Carstensen, 2004). With aging, perceived time boundaries
become shorter, and older adults may be less likely to focus on long-term effects.
Socioemotional selectivity theory is of particular interest in health-related behavior
changes as older adults may be less motivated to make such changes, which are future
focused. Lockenhoff and Carstensen (2004) found that older adults are more reluctant to
make health-related decisions and often delegate the decision-making responsibility.
Negative Consequences of Hypertension
Hypertension has numerous negative consequences and was recorded as the
primary or contributing cause of death in 326,000 deaths in the United States in 2006
(American Heart Association, 2010). Hypertension is a major risk factor associated with
cardiovascular disease and predisposition to heart attack, heart failure, stroke, and kidney
disease (Chobanian et al., 2003). High blood pressure has been consistently correlated
with cardiovascular disease. The risk for cardiovascular disease doubles with each
increasing increment of 20 mmHg in systolic blood pressure or 10mm Hg in diastolic
blood pressure (Lewington, Clark, Qizilbash, Peto, & Collins, 2002). Hypertension is a
risk factor for the first, third, and ninth most common causes of death, which are heart
disease, stroke, and kidney disease, respectively (National Center for Health Statistics
[NCHS], 2010). Hypertension is a factor in 67% of heart attacks, 74% of heart failures,
and 77% of strokes (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute [NHLBI], 2010). For those over the age of 50 it is important to
note that systolic blood pressure greater than 140 mmHg indicates a more significant
cardiovascular risk than high diastolic blood pressure (Kao, 2003). Nevertheless, the risks
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for these disorders can be decreased with appropriate treatment and management of
hypertension (NHLBI, 2010).
In addition to being a risk factor for other disorders, hypertension can also affect
cognitive functioning. Hypertensive individuals show poorer performance on
neuropsychological tests (Elias, D’Argostino, Elias, & Wolf, 1995; Mazzucchi et al.,
1986). Hypertension has also been shown to interact with the aging process. Hypertensive
older adults tend to show poorer cognitive performance than their normotensive peers
(Strassburger et al., 1997).
Prevention and Recommended Treatment of Hypertension
Prevention
Recently there has been an increase in efforts to prevent hypertension. Due to
recent findings, there is now a new classification of prehypertension for those with blood
pressure in the 120/80 to 130/89 range. This categorization is based on research findings
indicating heightened risk for cardiovascular disease with only slightly heightened blood
pressure levels (Vasan et al., 2001). Furthermore, individuals classified as
prehypertensive have an increased risk for developing hypertension. It is recommended
that persons in the prehypertensive stage implement the same behavioral modifications as
hypertensive individuals but with no pharmacological intervention component. Thus, the
behavior modifications include reduced sodium diet, low fat diet, reduced alcohol
consumption, and physical exercise. Prehypertensive individuals often have additional
risk factors for cardiovascular disease and hypertension such as being overweight or
obese, and inactive. Therefore, as with numerous other diagnoses, preventative measures
seek to increase healthy eating, implement an exercise regime, and eliminate smoking.
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Moreover, hypertension education and awareness is an important factor in prevention and
treatment of the disorder. Hypertension is often present without symptoms, and therefore
the public needs to be aware of the condition, the risks, and the need to know their blood
pressure.
Recommended Treatments
Overview. Hypertension can often be successfully controlled through lifestyle
modification and drug therapy. The lifestyle modifications include weight reduction or
maintenance of normal weight, reduced sodium intake, increased physical activity,
reduction in alcohol consumption, and smoking cessation. Weight reduction and normal
body weight maintenance is defined as attaining and maintaining a body mass index
within the normal range (18.5 to 24.9). A reduction in dietary sodium intake is the second
recommendation. Both weight management and sodium reduction can be addressed by
following the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) eating plan with
reduced sodium intake (Appel et al., 1997). Physical activity is the third modification and
includes at least 30 minutes of aerobic activity three times per week (NHLBI, 2010). The
fourth recommendation, reduction of alcohol consumption, is of great importance. In
many instances alcohol not only affects organ functioning, but it may also interact with
many hypertensive medications. As with all cardiovascular disorders and most other
health-related issues, smoking cessation is also recommended. Although smoking does
not pose a risk factor for hypertension, smoking does exacerbate the negative effects of
hypertension (Chobanian et al., 2003). All of these lifestyle modifications work to
eliminate the risk factors for development of hypertension by decreasing blood pressure
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and decreasing an individual’s chances of developing other more serious related
disorders.
Many hypertensive individuals are prescribed at least one antihypertension
medication, and many are prescribed a two-drug combination. Nevertheless, many
hypertensive and prehypertensive individuals have not made the recommended lifestyle
changes nor do they adhere to the prescribed medication regime (Chobanian et al., 2003).
Therefore, emphasis now focuses on a comprehensive treatment plan that includes
lifestyle modification as well as medication adherence. Pharmacological treatment and
life style treatments are described in more detail in the following sections.
Pharmacological treatment. Pharmacological treatment of hypertension has
shown excellent results in lowering blood pressure. There are several classes of
antihypertensive medications including thiazide-type diuretics, angiotensin-converting
enzymes, angiotensin receptor blockers, beta-blockers, and calcium channel blockers
(MacMahon et al., 2000). Of these medications, many individuals begin with one, usually
a thiazide, and are often prescribed an additional medication to fully control their
condition.
It has been found that pharmacological intervention reduces cardiovascular risks
but does not eliminate them (MacMahon & Rogers, 1993). Although pharmacological
treatment is highly successful, often medication is under prescribed, and when prescribed
adherence to the medication regimen is problematic due to lack of symptomatology, cost,
demands of multiple medications, and adverse side effects (Chobanian et al., 2003).
Physical activity. It is recommended that all adults engage in at least 30 minutes
of moderate intensity physical activity most days of the week for a total of 150 minutes of
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moderate to intense physical activity or 75 minutes of vigorous activity to achieve health
benefits (Pate et al., 1995). The recommendations do not differ for hypertensive
individuals; they are encouraged to engage in regular physical activity and, more
specifically, regular aerobic exercise (Chobanian et al., 2003). Engaging in the
recommended physical activity can, on average, reduce blood pressure by 4 to 9 mmHg
(Chobanian et al., 2003). In addition to a significant reduction in blood pressure,
physically active people have lower morbidity and mortality rates, are more likely to
maintain a healthy weight, and have improved cognition (NHLBI, 2010; Pate et al.,
1995). Nevertheless, 60% of American adults are considered physically inactive (Crespo,
Escobales, & Rodriguez-Sargent, 1996).
Diet. The DASH eating plan is a diet that focuses on sodium reduction and
emphasizes foods rich in calcium and potassium (Sacks et al., 2001). It is recommended
that the daily intake of sodium be less than 100 mmol (2.4 g sodium or 6 g of sodium
chloride) for hypertensive individuals (Chobanian et al., 2003). The DASH diet results in
average reductions in blood pressure of 8 to14mmHg (Chobanian et al., 2003). Dietary
intervention alone has an effect comparable to that of single prescription drug therapy
(Sacks et al., 2001).
Weight reduction. Obesity, characterized by a body mass index of 30 and
higher, is a major risk factor for both hypertension and cardiovascular disease. Further,
obese hypertensive individuals have a greatly increased risk for developing major
cardiovascular disease and often suffer additional complications (American Heart
Association, 2007). A core lifestyle modification is weight reduction or maintenance of
normal body weight defined as a body mass index in the 18.5 to 24.9 range. Weight
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reduction on average reduces blood pressure by 5 to 20 mmHg (Chobanian et al., 2003).
Weight reduction is often addressed in concert with physical activity and dietary
modification.
Moderation of alcohol consumption. This recommendation suggests no more
than two servings (one serving equals 15 ml of ethanol) daily for men and one serving for
women and smaller adults (Chobanian et al., 2003). Reduction of alcohol consumption
can reduce blood pressure by an average of 2 to 4 mmHg. In addition, reduced alcohol
consumption will limit possible drug interactions with antihypertensive medication and
decrease problematic drinking and the multiple adverse side effects (Chobanian et al.,
2003).
Smoking cessation. Smoking cessation is recommended for all regardless of
hypertensive status. Although smoking does not cause hypertension, it is one of the six
main risk factors along with hypertension for cardiovascular disease (American Heart
Association, 2007). Smoking injures the walls of blood vessels and accelerates
atherosclerosis (hardening of the arteries), which causes narrowing of the arteries and
reduced oxygenated blood flow to organs, including the heart (NHLBI, 2010).
Arthrosclerosis is associated with the development of stroke, angina, abnormal cardiac
rhythms, heart attack, and congestive heart failure (NHLBI, 2010) and accounts for
nearly 75% of all deaths from heart disease (American Heart Association, 2004).
Hypertension is also a causative factor in arthrosclerosis; therefore hypertensive
individuals who smoke are at increased risk for the development of arthrosclerosis
Intervention Studies
Overview
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Treatment for hypertension is primarily self-care such that individuals are
responsible for their treatment adherence. In a study focusing on self-care for heart failure
individuals who were more knowledgeable about their diagnosis were not necessarily
more likely to implement the recommended lifestyle changes (Riegel et al., 2006).
Nevertheless, many interventions focus on education.
Interventions that do focus on behavioral intervention often focus on initiation
and maintenance of only one or two behavioral changes such as diet, exercise, or
medication adherence (Miller et al., 2002). Often interventions do not integrate the
numerous behavioral changes necessary to implement a comprehensive intervention.
These interventions and the few studies that do focus on multiple behavioral changes are
highly controlled with experimenters providing meals, supervised exercise programs, and
other monitoring devices (Appel et al., 1997; Gerin et al., 2007; Lasser et al., 1995;
Miller et al., 2002; Sacks et al., 2001). These instruments are necessary for empirical
research yet impractical for implementation in the primary care setting.
Moreover, individualized interventions are more successful for treatment of
chronic illness (Riegel et al., 2006). Tailored individualized treatment plans for
hypertensive individuals, however, may be even less practical for the primary care
setting. Therefore, implementing more practical, empirically based short-term
interventions may be more successful. The following sections describe interventions used
for hypertension.
Dietary Intervention
Dietary interventions have been thoroughly addressed in the research literature on
hypertension. The most comprehensive dietary intervention and currently one of the
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behavioral health recommendations for prehypertensive and hypertensive individuals is
the DASH, which is an eating plan that was developed and studied with the purpose of
decreasing blood pressure levels through dietary change (Appel et al., 1997). The diet
promotes increased consumption of fruits, vegetables, low-fat dairy products, fiber,
potassium, magnesium, and calcium. The diet limits the amount of total fat, saturated
fats, cholesterol, and sugar. The diet also can be altered to fit the dietary needs of a range
of individuals. Individuals vary in their recommended caloric intake, required weight loss
plan, and nutritional needs based on age, gender, current weight, and physical activity
levels. Thus, the flexibility of the diet is crucial as it allows for applicability to a wider
range of hypertensive individuals.
Since its development the DASH has been used in numerous intervention studies.
The effects on blood pressure of the DASH diet in conjunction with reduced sodium
intake (less than the US recommended levels of 5 g/day) is equal to or greater than that of
a single drug intervention (Sacks et al., 2001). The majority of dietary intervention
studies were conducted in highly controlled situations in which participant’s meals were
prepared and supplied by the experimenters (Appel et al., 1997; Miller et al., 2002).
Adherence to the DASH diet is important and interventions now need to address a
hypertensive individual’s ability to initiate the DASH diet and commit to the changes
permanently.
Medication Adherence
Medication is often very effective in regulating blood pressure and thereby
reducing risk factors for cardiovascular and other disorders (Chobanian et al., 2003:
Cushman et al., 2002). Nevertheless, pharmacological treatment is not effective without
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adherence to the medication regime. Medication adherence remains problematic; over
one-third of hypertensive individuals have uncontrolled blood pressure (Chobanian et al.,
2003). A number of intervention studies have focused on medication adherence
(Cappuccio, Kerry, Forbes, & Donald, 2004; Gerin et al., 2007). Many of these studies
were designed to prove the efficacy of medication adherence on blood pressure control
and have not explored reasons for noncompliance (Gerin et al., 2007). It may be difficult
to generalize the results of these interventions to real world applications (Gerin et al.,
2007).
In current adherence studies researchers are now looking at the possibility of
tailoring interventions to the unique needs of the individual with the intention of finding
more promising results (Wetzels et al., 2006). The intention of individualized treatment is
to understand the underlying reasons that hypertensive individuals are non-compliant.
The reason individuals do not take their medications can include factors such as attitude
towards healthcare and medication, discipline, aversion towards medication, and active
coping with health problems (Wetzels et al., 2006). Understanding the underlying causes
of noncompliance is necessary for understanding and implementing other interventions as
well.
Multidimensional Interventions
The intervention for hypertension is multifaceted and therefore must address multiple
behavioral recommendations. Although few in number, some intervention studies have
addressed the need for comprehensive behavioral interventions (Elmer et al., 2006; Miller
et al., 2002) and have reported compound benefits of multifaceted interventions. Elmer et
al. (2006) examined the effects of comprehensive lifestyle modification including diet,
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weight, and physical fitness on blood pressure control and found decreased blood
pressure in the experimental groups, but theses differences were not significantly
different from those in the advice-only control group, as advice may pose as an
intervention. They concluded that prehypertensive and Stage 1 hypertensive individuals
are capable of maintaining multiple lifestyle modifications. In addition, multiple lifestyle
modifications, if implemented, can control blood pressure (Elmer et al., 2006).
Miller et al. (2002) demonstrated a 9.5 mmHg/5.3 mmHg decline in blood
pressure for overweight hypertensive individuals on one medication. These individuals
also increased physical activity levels, decreased weight, and showed positive effects on
LDL cholesterol levels, all or which are important for improving overall risk for
cardiovascular disease. These reductions were significant, and they were similar to those
achieved with pharmacotherapy alone; however, their benefits also further reduce risk for
coronary heart disease, kidney disease, and stroke (Miller et al., 2002). In addition, the
lifestyle modification could lead to the decrease or elimination of hypertensive
medication.
These multifaceted interventions are more congruent with the recommendations set
forth for hypertension care. Therefore, research now needs to focus on multifaceted
interventions. The focus of research should not only be the effect on blood pressure but
also include the behavioral characteristics necessary to implement and maintain all of the
recommended behavioral changes.
Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills Model (IMB)
The IMB skills model developed by Fisher and Fisher (1992, 2000) is a social
psychological theory for understanding and promoting health behavior (see Figure 1).
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This model posits that there are three major influences on health behaviors: information,
motivation, and behavioral skills. Information includes basic facts related to the health
behavior. Fisher, Fisher, and Harman (2003) called these facts “relevant heuristics,"
which are simple rules or thoughts that people have that influence their behavior. These
facts can be true but are often untrue. For example, a hypertensive individual may think
that limitations in physical activity are necessary due to the diagnosis of the disease,
whereas physical activity is actually a recommended health behavior. According to the
model, information is considered to be directly related to the implementation of the health
behavior only if that information can be enacted by the individual in the current social
environment (Fisher & Fisher, 1992, 1993, 2000). For example, in the case of dietary
intervention, if an individual is aware of the need to implement healthier eating habits but
access to healthy foods is limited in the neighborhood, then being knowledgeable of the
fact that healthier eating is beneficial is limited by the environment.
The second component of the model is motivation. What is the person's
motivation to change? An individual may be well informed and have access to sufficient
resources to implement these changes but not necessarily motivated to enact the health
behavior (Fisher et al., 2003). Motivation is characterized by two components: personal
motivation and social motivation. Personal motivation includes an individual’s attitude
toward performance of the health behavior. Social motivation is characterized by social
support (perceived or real) surrounding the health behavior. For example, research shows
that performance of breast-self examination is predicted by attitudes and social support
surrounding breast-self examination (Champion, 1990; Fisher et al., 2003; Lierman,
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Kasprzyk, & Benoliel et al., 1991; Misovich, Martinez, Fisher, Bryan, & Catapano,
2003).
The third and final component of the model is behavioral skill. Behavioral skill is
a person’s ability to enact a health behavior. It also includes the person’s level of selfefficacy as it relates to the specific behavioral skill. Therefore, an individual could be
well informed and motivated but lack the skill set necessary to enact the health behavior.
One example would be the use of medical equipment such as a blood pressure monitor. A
person may be aware of the diagnosis and the need to monitor blood pressure but unable
to manipulate and read the blood pressure monitor. In this example the health behavior
will not be successfully implemented.
All three components of the model are critical; none is sufficient by itself for
behavioral change, which leads to a stepwise approach to health promotion. There are
three steps included in this approach: elicitation, intervention, and evaluation (see Figure
2; Fisher & Fisher, 1993). The elicitation stage assesses the individual’s current levels of
health-related information, motivation to change, health behavior skills, and current level
of health promotion behaviors (Fisher & Fisher, 1993). This assessment stage serves to
identify the areas in need of improvement and, therefore, intervention. This allows focus
on the needs of the individual patient and leads to a more efficient and effective
intervention. In the second step the intervention is designed to address the deficiencies in
the areas of health information, motivation, behavioral skill, and health promotion found
in the elicitation stage (Fisher & Fisher, 1993). This, therefore, produces an intervention
tailored to the individual. The third and final step is evaluation. In the evaluation stage
the intervention developed and implemented in the intervention step is evaluated for its
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effect on the areas of health information, motivation, behavioral skills, and health
behavior (Fisher & Fisher, 1993). Has the intervention had any significant effects? If so,
were these effects sustained over time? Multiple assessment and evaluation approaches
are used to evaluate and determine the effects.
There is empirical evidence that confirms the usefulness of the IMB model for
health promotion in intervention research. Much of this research has been done in the
area of HIV prevention (Bryan, Fisher, & Benzinger, 2001; Fisher & Fisher, 2000). In an
effort to demonstrate the generalizability of the IMB model, Fisher and colleagues have
applied the model to other health behaviors including the use of motorcycle safety gear
(Murray, 2000), breast self–examination (Misovich et al., 2003), and adherence to
medication regimens (Fisher, Fisher, Amico, & Harman, 2006).
The proposed study will focus on the elicitation stage of the IMB model in the
context of hypertension. The study will derive information about people with
hypertension, the variables influencing their implementation of recommended health
behaviors, and their implementation of current recommended health behaviors.
Intrinsic Variables Associated with Behavioral Change
Overview
Numerous variables may influence a hypertensive individual’s implementation of
recommended behavioral changes. Sociodemographic and environmental effects were
described in the section on causes and risk factors. In addition, intrinsic variables may
influence the likelihood of behavioral change. An intrinsic variable such as motivation
may involve many other variables such as self-efficacy, locus of control, perceived social
support, and personality. Each which will be discussed in the following sections.
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Motivation to Change and Stage of Change
Within the framework of the IMB model, the proposed study integrates the
transtheoretical model developed by Prochaska, DiClemente, and Norcross (1992) to
understand motivation. In the transtheoretical model behavioral change is viewed as a
process that takes place over multiple stages (Prochaska & Norcross, 2001). These stages
include precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance. In each
stage an individual’s motivation to change and behaviors are assessed.
In the precontemplation stage an individual has no foreseeable intention to change
and often has little knowledge of the problem. In the contemplation stage an individual
has knowledge of the problem and intends to change in the future but has not yet
committed to making the changes necessary to cope with the problem. The third stage is
the preparation stage in which individuals intend to change within a month and have
made small changes that are not yet significant enough to be considered full
implementation of behavior change; many have unsuccessfully attempted to implement
change in the past 12 months (Prochaska & Norcross, 2001). The action stage is the first
stage in which individuals have implemented significant behavioral change. In this stage
individuals have committed to change and have altered not only their behavior but also
their environment to address the problem. The fifth and final stage is maintenance. In this
stage individuals work to maintain the behavioral and environmental changes
implemented in the action stage and have remained successfully committed for more than
6 months.
Interventions based on the transtheoretical model were developed for individuals
in substance abuse treatment and have been adapted to address various health behaviors
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(Weinstein, Rothman, & Sutton, 1998). The interventions assess a participant’s
motivation and behavior stage in the change process with a short assessment or interview.
A participant’s motivational stage can be determined with a few questions, usually
around five, which makes the assessment process efficient. Once classified, an
individual’s treatment can be tailored for their motivational stage.
Interventions are differentially effective for individuals at various change stages
(Rosen, 2000). Behavioral models suggest that hypertensive individuals will only initiate
change when sufficiently motivated (Chobanian et al., 2003). Therefore, it may prove
important to assess a hypertensive individual’s change stage and provide the individual
with the appropriate and most effective intervention for that stage. The majority of
intervention studies using the transtheoretical model look at one significant behavioral
change area such as increasing physical activity, smoking cessation, or implementation of
a low-fat diet. Hypertensive individuals need to implement numerous behavioral changes
and therefore need stage assessment for numerous behaviors rather than only one. This
type of intervention has not yet been conducted but is necessary for the application of the
transtheoretical model to hypertension.
Self-Efficacy
According to Bandura's (1982) social learning theory, an individual’s actions are
mediated by self-referent thought and not by knowledge of what actions to take. Selfefficacy is the belief in one’s ability to successfully complete a behavior necessary for an
expected outcome. Therefore, self-efficacy is a mediating factor between motivation and
behavior. Efficacy also contributes to adaptive coping and psychological well-being in
relation to chronic illness (Devins et al., 1982). Self-efficacy is thought to determine
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motivation to cope with life situations by determining the individual’s initiation and
maintenance of the action. It also contributes to the continuation of the behavior change
through adverse situations (Bandura, 1977).
Protection motivation theory states that coping behavior is a stronger motivating
factor in promoting compliance with preventative behavior than knowledge of risk
factors or fear (Yardley, Sharples, Beech, & Lewith, 2001). Therefore, a person can be
fully knowledgeable about what needs to be done, yet not comply. Self-efficacy works to
connect knowledge with action by providing understanding of people’s perception of
their ability to implement behaviors, which in turn affects their motivation for behavioral
change (Bandura, 1982). Self-efficacy can be skill specific. If people have low perceived
self-efficacy for a particular health behavioral skill, they are less likely to implement that
behavioral change. Subsequently, people’s perception of their ability to implement the
behavioral changes associated with hypertension management may influence their
compliance.
Locus of Control
Locus of control is often linked to self-efficacy as an intrinsic factor that
addresses expectancies for reinforcement (Rotter, 1992). People have perceptions of their
influence on situational outcomes, which is a common factor in both locus of control and
self-efficacy. To differentiate the two, locus of control is defined as a sense of control
over expected outcomes rather than a perception of skill required to reach an expected
outcome as in self-efficacy. The source or locus that controls outcomes can be internal,
powerful others, fate, chance, or some higher power. With internal locus of control, an
individual has a general feeling of control over the outcomes in the situation. The sense
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of internal control has been identified as a component in successful outcomes, coping,
and successful aging (Lachman & Weaver, 1998). In addition, locus of control, like selfefficacy, can be domain specific, and domain specific measures are more predictive of
positive behavioral outcomes (Lachman, 1986). Locus of control for a specific domain
therefore appears to be more indicative of outcomes related to that particular behavior. As
with self-efficacy, perception of personal or intrinsic sense of control over a domain
strongly influences motivation and initiation of change behaviors. Also, the perceived
outcome is often based on a person’s sense of self and is highly influenced by prior
experience or lack thereof (Lachman & Weaver 1998).
Health locus of control focuses on people’s sense of control related to personal
health. Health locus of control distinguishes between personal control, control by others,
and chance or fate. A strong sense of internal or personal health locus of control is
predictive of more positive outcomes (Ai, Peterson, Rodgers, & Tice, 2005; Wallston ,
Wallston, & DeVellis, 1978), although this does not appear to have been studied in
individuals with hypertension.
Perceived Social Support
Social support consists of the overall comfort and support, both instrumental and
emotional, that is provided by an individual’s social network. Social support is a
multidimensional construct that includes social embeddedness, received support, and
perceived support (Krause, 1999). Of these three dimensions, perceived social support
may be more strongly associated with health outcomes and may serve as a psychological
buffer in stressful life situations (Rook, 1994). Aging research suggests that those who
remain actively involved in social networks remain in better physical and mental health
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than those who do not remain involved (Antonucci, 1990; Krause, 1999). Studies show
that perceived social support exhibits stronger relationships with health outcomes and
buffers the adverse effects of life stress on psychological stress than received social
support (Rook, 1994). Social support is often divided into instrumental and emotional
components (Antonucci, 1990). Previous research has found that emotional social
support is related to reduced mortality, whereas instrumental social support has been
associated with increased mortality (Penninx, van Tilburg, Kriegsman, Deeg, Boeke, &
van Eijk, 1997). Therefore, an individual’s perceived social support is an important factor
in understanding implementation of hypertension treatment recommendations. The
degree to which an individual feels supported in making changes, and the manner in
which the support is provided may influence implementation of change and resulting
blood pressure.
Personality
Personality consists of traits that remain relatively stable across the lifespan.
There are a number of theories of personality. The five factor theory defines five major
dimensions that together form personality (McCrae & Costa, 1990; Soldz & Vaillant,
1999). The five factors are neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and
conscientiousness, and each factor is rated on a continuum. Those high on neuroticism
tend to experience negative emotions such as anxiety and depression, are intense, and
overly emotionally reactive. High scores on extraversion are indicative of people who
engage with the outside world and are highly energetic and very social. Individuals with
low extraversion (introverts) are quiet, less energetic, often shy and independent.
Openness is characterized by intellectual curiosity, emotional awareness, creativity, and
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acceptance of change. Agreeableness characterizes people who view others as honest and
trustworthy; these individuals are friendly, considerate, and cooperative.
Conscientiousness is indicative of emotional control, and those high on this factor are in
control and lack impulsivity.
These personality factors influence lifestyle, adaptation, success, and other life
course variables longitudinally (Soldz & Vaillant, 1999). Research suggests that
personality traits have an effect on perceived health. Specifically, individuals high in
neuroticism and individuals low on extraversion are more likely to have worse perceived
health (Chapman, Duberstein, Sorensen, & Lyness, 2006). Worse perceived health has a
negative effect on morbidity, mortality, and health service use (Chapman et al., 2006).
Perceived health is a multidimensional concept that incorporates an individual’s cognitive
awareness and biopsychosocial dimensions of health (Benyamini & Idler, 1999;
Bosworth, 1999; Lewis & Riegel, 2010). Perceived health for older adult hypertensive
patients in particular incorporates realistic appraisal of age, chronic illness, recent acute
events, functional status , and stress (Lewis & Riegel, 2010). More realistic appraisal of
these factors, allows for more effective utilization of treatment, resulting in more positive
health outcomes, which for hypertensive patients equals lowered and controlled blood
pressure. Personality factors may influence these factors and overall perceived health.
Neuroticism and extraversion may therefore have a differential effect on change-related
behaviors and the ability to implement change. In addition, conscientiousness has been
shown to predict health-promoting behaviors (Bogg & Roberts, 2004). Specifically, a
positive relationship between physical activity and conscientiousness has been
demonstrated (Rhodes & Smith, 2006).
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Hypertension intervention is a patient-centered process. A person’s specific
personality characteristics may influence the degree to which the person is able to initiate
lifestyle changes. Those implementing change may, in fact, demonstrate a different
profile on the personality factors, particularly in terms of neuroticism, conscientiousness,
and extraversion. Each of these factors should be evaluated for its effect on lifestyle
modifications.
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CHAPTER 3: PURPOSE, RESEARCH DESIGN, AND HYPOTHESES
Purpose
Controlled blood pressure through a healthy lifestyle and/or medication is critical
to management of hypertension and to reduction of the negative effects associated with
the disorder. The primary goal of this study was to gain an understanding of the variables
that influence compliance with hypertension treatment recommendations. The study
represents the first step, elicitation, in the application of the IMB model of health
behavioral change and promotion (see Figure 2) to hypertension.
In this elicitation stage information is obtained regarding current levels of healthrelated information, motivation to change, health behavior skills, and current levels of
health promotion behaviors. The study examined sociodemographic, motivational, and
other intrinsic variables thought to affect implementation. The underlying premise in the
IMB skills model of health behavior (see Figure 1) is that these variables influence health
behavioral change, particularly when complicated or new behavioral skills are required to
implement the intervention. As the intervention for hypertension is multifaceted,
including recommendations for diet, exercise, alcohol consumption, smoking cessation
and medication, the study examined the variables affecting implementation of each of the
recommended interventions.
This study provides critical information regarding the variables that affect
implementation of health behavior change in the hypertensive population. Specifically,
the study provides a profile of the variables relevant for adherence to the multifaceted
treatment recommendations for the hypertensive population. These variables can then be
the focus for future research designed to improve adherence to treatment. The current
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study forms the foundation for future development of an empirically based intervention
for the implementation of recommended hypertension treatment.
Research Design
The 151 participants, 55 to 79 years of age and of diverse socioeconomic and
racial backgrounds, were recruited for a 90-minute assessment session. Each participant
completed questionnaires assessing demographic information, SES, medical history,
gross mental status, personality, self-efficacy, health locus of control, perceived social
support, stage of change, and behavioral change since diagnosis of hypertension.
Participants had their blood pressure measured twice, once following consent and again
following completion of the questionnaires.
The hypothesized models (see Figures 3 and 4) in this study demonstrate how
multiple variables may predict compliance with lifestyle modifications resulting in
improved blood pressure in individuals with hypertension. In the study current lifestyle
measurements of medication adherence, physical activity, diet, weight reduction or
maintenance of normal weight, moderation of alcohol consumption, and smoking status
were the dependent variables for the hypothesized model of current lifestyle (Figure 3).
As for the second hypothesized model for change since diagnosis, total change across
physical activity, diet, weight, alcohol consumption, and smoking status were the
dependent variables (Figure 4). The independent variables measured for both models
were age at diagnosis, SES, self-efficacy, and health locus of control, perceived social
support, personality, and stage of change.
Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1
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It was hypothesized that age at diagnosis would negatively influence
implementation of lifestyle changes, with those diagnosed at a younger age more likely to
implement lifestyle change.
Hypothesis 2
It was hypothesized that socioeconomic variables including objective SES (years
of education) and subjective SES would be positively related to implementation of
lifestyle modifications.
Hypothesis 3
It was hypothesized that self-efficacy and health locus of control would
demonstrate a positive relationship with implementation of lifestyle modification.
Further, health locus of control should represent a stronger positive relationship with
lifestyle modification than would general self-efficacy because it is more focused on
health-related factors.
Hypothesis 4
It was hypothesized that perceived social support, both emotional and
instrumental, would demonstrate a positive relationship with implementation of lifestyle
modifications.
Hypothesis 5
It was hypothesized that personality variables would influence an individual’s
implementation of lifestyle modifications. Specifically, it was hypothesized that
Neuroticism would demonstrate a negative relationship with implementation of
behavioral modifications whereas Extraversion and Conscientiousness would have a
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positive relationship with implementation of lifestyle modifications. No specific
predictions are made about the personality traits of Openness or Agreeableness
Hypothesis 6
Hypertensive individuals may be more likely to implement particular lifestyle
changes than others. For example, it is possible that hypertensive individuals are more
likely to reduce sodium in their diet than to engage in regular exercise. It is possible that
some lifestyle modifications may be easier to implement either because they were easier
to incorporate into their schedule, less time consuming, or less aversive. Thus, the current
study examined whether there were differences in the number of individuals engaging in
each of the treatment recommendations.
Hypothesis 7
It was hypothesized that if hypertensive individuals are at differing stages of
change for each of the treatment recommendations, then the likelihood of implementing
treatment recommendation would also differ. Thus, there would be a positive relationship
between the stage of change for a particular treatment recommendation and
implementation of that recommendation. For example, individuals in the action stage for
physical exercise are more likely to be exercising regularly than those at earlier stages of
change.
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CHAPTER 4: METHOD
Participants
The sample consisted of 151 participants recruited from the Washington
University Psychology Department Older Adult volunteer pool and Volunteers for
Health, a pool of community-dwelling research volunteers recruited at Barnes-Jewish
Hospital. Study participants were between the ages of 55 and 79 years and had received a
hypertension diagnosis (see Table 1 for sample characteristics). The participant sample
was 56% female, 83 % Caucasian, and 15% African-American. Of the participants
included in the sample, 97% were on prescription medication, and 87% were taking
prescription blood pressure medication.
Participants were excluded for cardiovascular disease and identifiable causes of
hypertension including sleep apnea, steroid therapy, kidney disease, primary
aldosteronism, renovascular disease, pheochromocytoma, coarctation of aorta, and
thyroid or parathyroid disease, as patients with these diagnoses have a different standard
of care than those with only a hypertension diagnosis. Other exclusionary diagnoses were
current psychiatric illness or dementia, which could interfere with the accuracy of the
self-report measures used in this study.
Materials
Screening and Background Information
Demographic information. Participants completed a questionnaire on
educational attainment (years completed), job activity, household composition, and
household income levels. Participants also reported their age, gender, racial and ethnic
background, and marital status.
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Health. Participants completed a general health questionnaire with items about
their overall health, current medications, and any co-morbid conditions.
Gross cognitive status. Participants were administered the Short Blessed Test,
which assesses orientation, memory, and concentration (Katzman et al., 1983) to screen
for dementia and other cognitive disorders. Individuals who scored six or greater were
excluded. Of the 153 participants screened only 2 participants were excluded, resulting
in 151 participants included in data analysis.
Social desirability. Social desirability is defined as the tendency to answer in a
manner in line with culturally acceptable and approved behaviors, which are also unlikely
to occur (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). Because of the heavy reliance on self-disclosure for
many of the measures used in the current study, participants completed the MarloweCrowne Social Desirability Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960), a self-report scale that
consists of 33 true-false questions where higher scores indicate greater tendency to
answer in a socially desirable manner. The Cronbach’s alpha for the sample was .81,
suggestion good internally consistency. This scale was not used as a screen but to
demonstrate the level of social desirability exhibited in the sample.
Depressive Symptoms. Similarly, participants were administered the 15-item
Geriatric Depression Test (Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986) to demonstrate the degree of
depressive symptoms in the sample.
Blood pressure. Blood pressure was measured on two occasions, once at the
onset of the session and again at the end of the session. The first measurement was taken
approximately 5 minutes into the session following granting of informed consent.
Measures of blood pressure were obtained using an automated oscillometric procedure with
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portable BpTRU equipment. At each blood pressure assessment the appropriate size cuff
was placed on the upper right arm and six sequential measurements were obtained with a
60 second interval between measurements. The first two readings were discarded. Thus,
there were a total of eight blood pressure measurements (four from each occasion) that
were averaged to yield a single blood pressure value for diastolic and systolic for use in
data analysis. The blood pressure measure was then converted to mean arterial pressure
measure (MAP) to derive one combined blood pressure variable (Brown et al., 2008).
The MAP variable was computed by first determining the pulse pressure (PP) which is
equal to systolic blood pressure minus the diastolic blood pressure measure. The formula
for MAP = diastolic blood pressure + (PP/3).
Dependent variables
Medication adherence. The Brief Medication Questionnaire (BMQ) is a selfreport measure developed to monitor medication adherence and the barriers to adherence
(Svarstad, Chewning, Sleath, & Claesson, 1999). The measure was developed to detect
various types of adherence with multiple medications. The measure consists of a 5-item
regimen screen, a 2-item belief screen, and 2-item recall screen. The current study only
used the 5-item regimen screen (Questions 1a through e) to assess medication adherence
for the past week. This portion of the BMQ asks the individual to list all medications
taken in the past week (Svarstad et al., 1999). For this study, the question was modified to
ask specifically which blood pressure medications were taken in the past week (see
Appendix 1). The BMQ then asks the individual to specify for each drug “How many
days did you take it? How many times per day did you take it? How many pills did you
take each time? How many times did you miss taking a pill?” The scoring for this
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modified regimen section followed the same guidelines outlined for the original with a
score of one or more indicating potential nonadherence. Therefore, higher scores were
indicative of poorer adherence.
Physical activity. Participants' physical activity levels were measured with the
Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly (PASE; Washburn, Smith, Jette, & Janney, 1993).
The PASE has 10 main questions divided into leisure, occupational, and household
activities during the past week with some in a yes or no format and other items based on a
4-point Likert scale. Dependent on the answers to the 10 main questions, there are
subsequent questions about the specific type and duration of the activities. The final
scores are computed by multiplying the activity weights, the developer-derived values
used to weight the activities that correspond to activity level, by reported activity
frequencies. The PASE has proven validity with perceived health, Sickness Impact
Profile total score, heart rate, grip strength, static balance, and dominant leg strength with
significant Pearson correlations ranging from .68 to .84 and the reliability measured by
Cronbach’s alpha was .69 (Washburn et al., 1993). In our sample the internal consistency
was measured with Cronbach’s alpha of .54, and with question 10 pertaining to work
related activity eliminated, the consistency increased to .73.
Diet. Participants completed a Healthy Eating Questionnaire (HEQ) about their
current dietary practices (see Appendix 2). The measure was developed following the
format of the Women’s Healthy Eating and Living Study Lifestyle Questionnaire
(Thomson et al., 2002) that asks individuals what foods they were eating the year prior to
diagnosis and if they changed their dietary pattern following diagnosis. The current study
asked what foods they are eating presently (following diagnosis with hypertension). The
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majority of the food items were retained, an item about salt was added, and items
regarding alcoholic beverages were eliminated. The number of servings on average per
week of each food item or category was rated on a 5-point Likert scale. The noncompliant food items were scored negatively, and total scores were used in analysis with
higher scores indicative of healthier eating. The total scores for the measure could range
from -64 to 36 as more non-compliant foods were incorporated into the measure.
Body Mass Index (BMI). The height and weight of each participant was
measured using a physician height and weight scale. The height and weight
measurements were used to calculate BMI for each of the participants. BMI was
calculated as: ([weight in pounds /height in inches]/height in inches) x 703. BMI
categories are: underweight (<18.5), normal (18.5-24.9), overweight (25-29.9), and obese
(30 and greater).
Alcohol consumption. Participants answered questions about current alcohol
consumption as part of the general health questionnaire. The question asked ” Do you
drink alcohol,” with the option to answer yes or no. The follow-up question asked, “If
yes, how many alcoholic beverages (i.e., beer, wine, champagne, liquor, etc.) do you
consume on average per week?” The total number of alcoholic beverages on average
over a week (7-day period) was used as the outcome measure.
Smoking status. Participants answered questions about current smoking status
and amount as a part of the general health questionnaire. The total number of cigarettes
smoked over a week (7-day period) was used as the outcome measure.
Change since diagnosis. Participants completed a questionnaire consisting of
items pertaining to their lifestyle changes since diagnosis (see Appendix 3). The measure
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was developed for this study to obtain an estimate of change since diagnosis for all of the
suggested lifestyle modifications. The scale includes six items, each devoted to a specific
lifestyle modification. Individuals rated their current performance on each modification
compared with their performance prior to diagnosis. The scale ratings were on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from 1 (much less) to 5 (much more). Item 3 dealing with physical
activity was scored in reverse due to the need to increase physical exercise as opposed to
the decrease for all other changes. The specific modification change scores were used for
Hypothesis 7. The total change score was used in the other analyses.
Independent Variables
Age at diagnosis. Age at diagnosis was calculated by subtracting reported years
since diagnosis from age at interview.
Socioeconomic status. The objective SES measure used in analyses was total
years of formal education. In addition, participants completed a subjective SES measure
(Ostrove, Adler, Kuppermann, & Washington, 2000). The MacArthur Scale of Subjective
Social Status was developed to capture people's sense of place on the social ladder
(Adler, Epel, Castgellazzo, & Ickovics, 2000). The measure consists of pictures depicting
two social ladders and asks participants to place an X on the rung consistent with their
perceived standing in the community (community ladder) and their perceived standing in
the United States for the second ladder (SES ladder). The community ladder captures
individuals’ perception of their place in society without the influence of income,
occupation, or education (Adler et al., 2000). The SES ladder is thought to be influenced
by traditional SES factors yet provide additional information about an individuals’ place
in society. The two ladders allow for the comparison of subjective SES with the objective
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SES measures in research. Both ladder measures have been shown to capture unique
information beyond traditional SES indicators (Adler et al., 2000). Subjective status, as
estimated with both the SES and community ladders, is associated with mental and
physical health outcomes with higher ladder ranking associated with more positive health
outcomes (Adler, 2000; Ostrove et al., 2000). Each ladder has five rungs, and the score is
equivalent to the individual’s placement of the X. In this study the two subjective SES
measures were standardized and averaged to derive the composite subjective SES
variable.
Self-efficacy. Participants completed a self-efficacy measure focusing on selfperception of coping ability and internal attribution of success. The General Self-Efficacy
Scale (GSE) was developed to assess the general sense of perceived self-efficacy in order
to predict coping with daily life challenges and adaptation to stressful life events
(Jerusalem & Schwarzer, 1992). Although the measure was developed in German, it has
been adapted to over 26 languages for the general adult (12 years and over) population.
The GSE was designed for integration in larger questionnaires developed for research
purposes, and has Cronbach’s alphas ranging from .76 to .90. In this sample, the
Cronbach’s alpha was consistent with previous findings at .88. The measure consists of
10 items rated on a 4-point Likert scale with composite scores ranging from 10 to 40 with
higher ratings indicating a higher sense of self-efficacy.
In addition, participants completed three health specific self-efficacy measures
dealing with nutrition, physical exercise, and alcohol reduction (Schwarzer & Renner,
2000). The brief scales were developed for integration into health behavior studies. All
scales were preceded by the question, “How certain are you that you could overcome the
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following barriers?” Also, each question was answered using a 4-point Likert scale with
higher scores indicating greater self-efficacy. The 5-item nutrition self-efficacy scale
stated, “I can manage to stick to healthful foods…” and then listed the five possible
barriers that were rated. The 5-item physical exercise self-efficacy scale stated, “I can
manage to carry out my exercise intentions,” and then listed the 5 possible barriers. The
3-item Alcohol Resistance Self-Efficacy scale stated, “I am certain that I can control
myself to…” and listed the 3 possible barriers.
In past research, the dimensionality of the scale was measured with principal
components analysis with varimax rotation on the 13 items. A three component solution
accounted for 68% of the total variance and grouped each item correctly for each of the
self-efficacy inventories (Schwarzer & Renner, 2000). Internal consistency (Cronbach's
alpha) was .88 for the nutrition and exercise scales and .79 for the alcohol scale
(Schwarzer & Renner, 2000). Participants, however, demonstrated great difficulty
completing the specific self-efficacy measures, with many leaving items blank or
providing answers that contradicted previously reported information. Therefore, specific
self-efficacy scores were considered to be invalid or missing for numerous participants
and were not included in the data analyses.
Health locus of control. Form C of the Multi-Dimensional Health Locus of
Control Scales, a condition-specific measure of locus of control, was modified for
hypertension specificity (Wallston, Stein, & Smith, 1994). The measure follows Form B
of the Multi-Dimensional Health Locus of Control Scales (Wallston et al, 1978), which
was found to have a three-factor structure based on confirmatory factor analysis in an
older adult sample (Robinson-Whelen & Storandt, 1992). Form C of the measure was
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similar but designed for use in specific health conditions. The measure used the word
"condition" in all 18-items, which can be replaced with a term or terms describing the
specific condition being assessed. For this study the words “blood pressure” were
substituted for “condition” in all 18 items.
The measure was in questionnaire format with individuals responding using a 6point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly agree) to 6 (strongly disagree). The scale
consisted of four subscales: Internal, Chance, Doctors, and Other People. The Internal
and Chance subscales contained six items each; the Doctors and Other People scales
contained only three items. Nevertheless, the reliability as assessed with Cronbach's alpha
remained acceptable and ranged from .70 to .87. The lower reliability corresponded to the
3-item Doctor and Other People subscales (Wallston et al., 1994). In this sample, the
Cronbach’s alphas were .86 for Internal, .76 for Chance. .76 for Doctor, and was low for
Other at .58. A higher score on the Internal scale indicated a greater internal health locus
of control, a higher Chance score indicated greater chance locus of control, a higher score
on the Doctor scale indicated a perception of medical professional control, and a higher
score in the Other scale indicated that there was a greater sense of others having control
over an individual’s health condition. The Internal subscale score was used in the analysis
with higher scores reflecting more positive internal locus of control.
Perceived social support. Participants completed the perceived social support
subscale of the Berlin Social Support Scale (BSSS), which measured both instrumental
and emotional support (Schwarzer & Schulz, 2000). The BSSS was developed as a
multidimensional measure of social support (Schulz & Schwarzer, 2003). The perceived
social support scale includes eight items about emotional and instrumental support.
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Participants rated their agreement with the statements on a 4-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (not true at all) to 4 (exactly true). The composite score is a sum of scores with
negative items scored in reverse. The perceived social support subscale has been shown
to be reliable with an internal consistency as assessed with Cronbach’s alpha of .83
(Schulz & Schwarzer, 2003). The alphas for this sample were .90 for the instrumental
dimension, and .76 for the emotional dimension. Separate estimates of instrumental and
emotional social support were used in analyses with higher scores representing greater
perceived support.
Personality. Participants completed the NEO-FFI (Costa & McCrae, 1992),
which is a brief measure of five personality traits. The measure consists of five 12-item
scales that measure each of the five personality traits of neuroticism, extraversion,
openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness. The NEO-FFI is the shortened 60-item
version of the original NEO-PI-R questionnaire (Costa & McCrae, 1992). The NEO-FFI
has been validated with the NEO-PI-R showing correlations ranging from .75 to .89
(Costa & McCrae, 1992). The NEO-FFI is a self-report paper-and-pencil measure
designed for adults 17 years of age and older. In this study, the combined gender scoring
grid was used to calculate the T scores for each of the five traits for the participants. The
measure has a three-item validity check at the end, and if these checks imply dishonesty
or faulty administration, the measure would not have been scored. Only measures of
Neuroticism, Extraversion, and Conscientiousness were used in the analyses to address
specific hypotheses. Higher scores indicate more of that personality characteristic.
Motivation to change. Participants completed five measures of motivation to
change based on the transtheoretical model (Prochaska et al., 1992): one for following a
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low-fat diet, one for reducing sodium intake, one for increasing physical activity, one for
alcohol consumption, and one for smoking cessation. Each measure classified the
participants into the precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and
maintenance stages for the specified lifestyle modification. The basic procedure of these
measures follows the guidelines set forth in prior studies using the transtheoretical model
to classify individuals into stages of change and has proven classification ability (Greene
et al., 1999; Kristal, Glanatz, Curry, & Patterson, 1999; Prochaska & Norcross, 2001;
Ronda, Van Assema, & Brug, 2001).
For all of the measures, the items asked (a) if participants intended to change the
specified behavior within the next 6 month (yes or no); (b) if so, whether they planned to
make changes within the next 30 days (yes or no); (c) if they changed the specified
behavior in the past 6 months (increase, decrease, no change). Depending on the
participants’ responses they were classified into stages of change. Participants who
initiated change prior to 6 months in the past were classified as in the maintenance stage
and given a score of 5. Participants who initiated change within the last 6 months were
considered to be in the active stage and given a score of 4. Participants who intended to
change in the next 30 days were in the preparation stage and given a score of 3. Those
intending to change in the next 6 months were in the contemplation stage and given a
score of 2. Those participants with no intention to change their behavior were classified
as in the precontemplation stage and given a score of 1.
Data Conditioning
Occasionally participants omitted one or more items on a scale; if the number of
such omissions were relatively small (primarily 1-2 missing items, and overall less than
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1/4th of the items), a summary score for the scale was prorated (e.g., the proportion of
items endorsed in the reduced set of items multiplied by the total possible score). Values
on any independent or dependent measure greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the
mean of the sample were considered outliers in the dataset. Outlier values were treated as
missing data points and then replaced using regression imputation, which replaces the
missing data point based on values of all other independent and dependent variables.
Procedure
All participants attended a 90-minute session. After providing informed consent,
blood pressure was measured. The participants then completed the packet of
questionnaires. Following completion of the packet, blood pressure was measured again.
At the conclusion of the session participants received $15 for their participation. The
individual sessions took place in the psychology department at Washington University.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS
Preliminary analyses
Participants' responses about current behavior showed little variance for three of
the six dependent variables. Adherence to the medication regimen was reported to be
extremely good; 91% of the participants on medication reported perfect adherence the
previous week. Although 65 individuals reported alcohol use, most participants did not
consume more than the recommended amount and there was little change following
diagnosis. Only 6% of the participants (8) were smokers, resulting in insufficient
variability in the sample to capture change or implementation. Therefore medication
adherence, alcohol use, and smoking cessation were not included as dependent variables
in the data analyses.
Descriptive statistics for the remaining three current life style behaviors and for
total change since diagnosis are shown in the upper portion of Table 2. Descriptive
statistics for the independent variables are shown in the lower portion of Table 2. Table 3
contains the Pearson correlations between the dependent and independent variables that
were used to test a number of the hypotheses. An alpha level of .05 was used throughout.
Hypothesis 1
It was hypothesized that age at diagnosis would negatively influence
implementation of lifestyle changes, with those diagnosed at a younger age more likely to
implement lifestyle change. As shown in Table 3, this hypothesis was not supported. The
correlations between age and current life style behaviors ranged from -.14 to .03; none
were significant. Further, the correlation (- .14) between age and self-reported change in
lifestyle was also not significant. Thus, no support was observed for Hypothesis 1.
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Hypothesis 2
It was hypothesized that socioeconomic variables including objective SES (years
of education) and subjective SES would be positively related to implementation of
lifestyle modifications. As shown in Table 3, however, none of the correlations between
the objective measure of SES (years of education) or the subjective measure of SES with
the current lifestyle factors (physical activity, diet, BMI) or self-reported change were
significant. The values of the correlations ranged from -.02 to .11. Thus, no support was
observed for Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3
It was hypothesized that both general self-efficacy and health locus of control
would be positively related to implementation of lifestyle modifications. Further, it was
expected that health locus of control would represent a stronger positive relationship with
the lifestyle behaviors and modification than would general self-efficacy because it is
more focused on health-related factors.
As shown in Table 3, there was a significant correlation (.20) between general
self-efficacy and physical activity level, but self-efficacy was not correlated with diet or
BMI or with self-reported change. These values ranged from -.01 to .14. Contrary to
hypothesis, health locus of control did not show a stronger relation with either current
behaviors or change. As can be seen in Table 3, the values of the correlations ranged
from -.11 to .08, and none were significant. Thus, Hypothesis 3 was only partially
supported.
Hypothesis 4
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It was hypothesized that perceived social support, both emotional and
instrumental, would demonstrate a positive relationship with implementation of lifestyle
modifications. As shown in Table 3, there were no significant correlations between
physical activity and perceived social support, but the correlations between perceived
social support, both instrumental and emotional, and the lifestyle factors of diet and BMI
as well as self-reported change yielded significant relationships. There were significant
positive correlations with diet for both emotional (r = .30, p <.001) and instrumental (r =
.22, p = .006) perceived social support that remain significant when corrected for the
number of tests. Individuals with higher perceived social support reported healthier
eating. There was also a significant negative correlation between emotional social support
(r = -.17, p = .042) and BMI. Individuals with increased perceived emotional social
support had lower (healthier) BMI. The correlation (r = -.13) between instrumental social
support and BMI did not achieve significance (p = .12). In addition, both emotional (r =
.27, p = .001) and instrumental (r = .18, p = .023) perceived social support were
significantly correlated with reported change, with the relationship between change and
emotional remaining significant when corrected. Greater change was associated with
greater perceived emotional and instrumental perceived social support. Thus, by and
large, Hypothesis 4 was supported. Greater perceived social support was associated with
the implementation of a healthier lifestyle.
Hypothesis 5
The relationships between the current lifestyle behaviors and reported change in
those behaviors and three personality factors were examined. As shown in Table 3,
Neuroticism was negatively associated with both physical activity and reported change
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(both rs = -.20, p = .01). More neurotic people reported less activity and less change.
Extroversion was not significantly associated with any of the dependent variables; the
correlations ranged from -.03 to .16. It should be pointed out, however, that the p value
for the correlation between Extraversion and diet was .052. Conscientiousness was
significantly correlated with three of the four dependent variables: physical activity, r =
.23, p = .005; diet, r = .24, p = .003; and BMI, r = -.20, p = .016. The directions of these
correlations indicate that more conscientious people reported healthier current lifestyle
behaviors. Thus, there was support for Hypothesis 5 in terms of two aspects of
personality influencing the behaviors that are needed for satisfactory treatment of
hypertension.
Hypothesis 6
The number of individuals engaging in each of the treatment recommendations
was examined to determine if hypertensive individuals are more likely to engage in
particular lifestyle behaviors than other lifestyle behaviors The proportion of individuals
engaging in each of the treatment recommendations (reduced fat and sodium intake,
satisfactory weight, physical activity) and the 95% confidence limits of those proportions
are shown in Table 4. A significant proportion of individuals reported implementing each
of the lifestyle modifications as indicated by the fact that the 95% confidence intervals
did not include zero for any of the modifications. A greater proportion of participants
reported change in fatty food intake and sodium intake than the other lifestyle
modifications as indicated by nonoverlapping confidence intervals. The proportions for
fatty food intake and sodium intake were similar as reflected in their overlapping
confidence intervals. The proportion of participants reporting implementation of weight
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reduction and exercise was similar with overlapping 95% confidence intervals as well,
but lower than the intervals reported for fatty food intake and sodium intake.
Hypothesis 7
The proportion of participants in each stage of change for three lifestyle behaviors
(decreased use of fatty foods and sodium and increased physical activity) are shown in
Table 5. It was hypothesized that if hypertensive individuals are at differing stages of
change for each of the treatment recommendations, then the likelihood of implementing
treatment recommendation would also differ. Thus, there would be a positive relationship
between the stage of change for a particular treatment recommendation and
implementation of that recommendation.
Due to the ordinal nature of the stage of change variable, Kendall's tau-b was used
to assess the relationship between lifestyle behaviors and stage of change. This
relationship was examined for three lifestyle behaviors: fatty food, sodium intake, and
physical activity. In all three cases there was a significant relationship. The Kendall's taub for the relation between stage of change for fatty foods and reported change in fatty
food intake was .35 (p < .001); individuals in the active and maintenance stages were
more likely to have reduced their fatty food intake. The value for the relation between
stage of change for sodium and reported change in sodium intake was .30 (p < .001);
those in the active and maintenance stages were more likely to report that they had
reduced use of sodium. Similarly, those in the active and maintenance stages for physical
activity reported increased engagement in physical activity since diagnosis, Kendall's taub = .26, p < .001.
Multiple Regression Analyses
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Multiple regression analysis was performed for each of the four dependent
variables: physical activity, diet, BMI, total change. To increase the power of these
analyses, the demographic variables (age at diagnosis and the two SES measures) and
Extroversion were not included in these analyses because they had not produced any
significant relationship with any of the dependent variables in any of the previous
analyses. The remaining independent variables were entered simultaneously. Then, if the
R was significant, a stepwise backwards analysis was conducted to determine which of
the independent variables could be eliminated.
Physical Activity
The R 2 from the simultaneous analysis for physical activity was .09, F (6, 144) =
2.42, p = .03. The adjusted R2 was .05. The results for the regression coefficients from
the final step in the backwards stepwise analysis are shown in Table 6. The R2 for the
final step remained .09, F(3, 147) = 4.61, p = .004, and the adjusted R2 was .07.
The independent variables remaining in the model were instrumental perceived
social support and the personality measures of Neuroticism and Conscientiousness.
Notice that instrumental perceived social support is acting as a suppressor variable in this
model. Although its zero-order correlation with activity is small (r = -.06), through its
correlation with both of the personality measures it suppresses variance in both
Neuroticism and Conscientiousness thereby enhancing the overall prediction.
Diet
The R 2 from the simultaneous analysis for diet was .13, F(6, 144) = 3.62, p =
.002. The adjusted R2 was .09. The results for the regression coefficients from the final
step in the backwards stepwise analysis are shown in Table 6. The R2 for the final step
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was .11, F(2, 148) = 9.42, p < .001. The adjusted R2 was .10. The two independent
variables that remained in the model were perceived emotional social support and the
personality factor of Conscientiousness.
BMI
The R 2 from the simultaneous analysis for BMI was .06, F(6, 144) = 1.45, p =
.20. The adjusted R 2 was .02. Because the simultaneous analysis did not produce an R
significantly different from zero, no backwards stepwise regression analysis was
conducted.
Change
The R2 from the simultaneous analysis for total change was .10, F(6, 144) = 2.56,
p = .02. The adjusted R2 was .06. The results for the regression coefficients from the
final step in the backwards stepwise analysis are shown in Table 6. The R2 for the final
step was .10, F(2, 148) = 7.84, p = .001. The adjusted R2 was .08. The two independent
variables that remained in the model were perceived emotional social support and the
personality factor Neuroticism.
Additional Analysis
Correlations among the four dependent variables are shown in Table 7. Current
physical activity was associated with healthier diet (r = .20) but not with the other two
dependent variables. Healthier diet was associated with both better BMI (r = -.22) and
with reported more total change since diagnosis (r = .42). Better weight was not
associated with more total change since diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION
Overview
This study was designed as a first step in the development of a behavioral
treatment intervention model for hypertensive patients. The purpose of this study was to
examine variables that might influence this particular population’s ability to implement
the suggested treatment recommendations and whether they changed their behavior
following diagnosis. This study provided support for some aspects of the proposed
models but not for others. I will discuss the results related to the proposed model of
current behavior and then the proposed model related to change in behavior. The
limitations of the present study will then be discussed as well as future directions.
Model of Current Lifestyle Behaviors
The hypothesized model (Figure 3) of variables influencing current compliance
with healthy lifestyle behaviors thought to improve blood pressure in individuals with
hypertension was supported in part, although the amount of variance explained in current
behaviors was not large. The two current behaviors that were explained by variables in
the model were physical activity and diet. They were associated with social support and
personality, although with different aspects of social support and personality for the two
behaviors.
For physical activity the best predictors were instrumental social support,
Neuroticism, and Conscientiousness. These variables predict a modest 9% of the variance
in current activity level. The relationships between the two personality factors and
physical activity level are straightforward. Higher Neuroticism was associated with less
activity; greater Conscientiousness was associated with greater activity. These findings
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are consistent with those reported by Rhodes and Smith (2006). In addition, high
Conscientiousness scores and low Neuroticism scores are thought to be associated with
adherence to exercise regimens (Courneya &, Hellsten, 1998). Therefore, interventions
may need to be tailored for these groups with high Conscientiousness versus high
Neuroticism. For those high on conscientiousness, it is possible that education is all that
is necessary for them to implement change and specifically increase activity. Those with
high neuroticism scores, however, may need education along with additional support.
Interestingly, it has been found that those who are high on neuroticism are more
motivated to exercise by their body image and general appearance (Courneya & Hellsten,
1998). Therefore, interventions with persons with higher neuroticism may focus on not
only improving health but also the physical changes that result from maintaining a
consistent exercise regime. According to the findings it may be possible to use
interventions focused on social support to assist those with higher neuroticism scores to
implement change as well.
The role of instrumental social support is not so straightforward. It had a nonsignificant correlation with current physical activity level in and of itself. Thus, people
are not more active because others provide instrumental support with regard to activity.
Instead, instrumental support was correlated -.16 with Neuroticism and .23 with
Conscientiousness. Higher Neuroticism was associated with less instrumental social
support, and higher Conscientiousness was associated with more instrumental social
support. Therefore, including instrumental social support suppressed variance in
Neuroticism and Conscientiousness, which enhanced their correlation with activity
thereby improving the overall prediction by the model. Note that the measure of
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instrumental social support used in this study was based on self-report, not observed
social support. Perceived social support has been thought of as more of a trait or
characteristic and has been implicated as a better indication of mental health and more
relevant to health outcomes than actual support (Barrera, 1986; Hwang et al., 2009;
McDowell & Serovich, 2007). Therefore, the assessment of perceived social support
may prove useful in intervention development, and increasing perceived support may
increase compliance. The focus of intervention could be to alter or improve the
individual’s perception of support. Also it may be possible to increase the perception of
support by including a person’s reported social network (family and friends) in the
intervention, improve the quality of relationships, and/or develop new relationships
(Hogan, Linden, & Najarian, 2002). These methods may increase the perception of
support as well as actual support. With physical activity, some interventions could
include recruiting family members or friends as exercise partners or simply joining an
exercise class with people at a similar ability level.
Emotional social support and Conscientiousness together account for 13% of the
variance in diet. Here the relations were straightforward. More emotional social support
and greater Conscientiousness were associated with a healthier diet. These findings are
consistent with previous findings noting that personality factors influence lifestyle,
adaptation, success and other life course variables (Soldz & Vaillant, 1999). It is possible
that interventions can focus on the combination of emotional social support and
Conscientiousness, in particular those with high Conscientiousness, but who lack
emotional social support. These individuals may be encouraged to gain social support by
expanding their social network of friends or involving their family, or they may benefit
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from interventions such as support groups dealing with diet and overall coping with
hypertension. In addition, emotional social support may be able to increase compliance
for those low on Conscientiousness. The intervention again may be a support group, but
may provide the participants with more structure, such as a structured method for
following the DASH diet, as well as social support through interaction with others.
Neither age at diagnosis or SES was related to current lifestyle behaviors.
Although hypertension may increase with age and be more prevalent in those of lower
SES, it appears that once hypertension is diagnosed age and SES no longer play a role, at
least with regard to the current behaviors examined in this study. Those with lower SES
may have access to fewer resources, but it appears that they were as able to follow a
healthy diet and maintain good activity levels as those of higher SES. This could also
indicate that participants were not implementing a healthy diet or adequate activity levels,
and therefore the SES differences although important, could be secondary to motivation
to change behavior. Also, the range of SES in this study population was somewhat
limited in that most participants were high school graduates and mean education was at
an associate degree level. Therefore, it is possible that the full influence of SES was not
captured, as low and higher SES groups were not fully represented in the population.
The third dependent variable assessing current lifestyle behaviors was BMI.
There were modest zero-order correlations of BMI with emotional social support (-.17)
and Conscientiousness (-.20), but the multiple R2 (.06) was not significant. Thus, there
was no support for the proposed model in terms of predicting current weight, although
there was a modest (-.22) correlation in the expected direction between the independent
variables of diet and BMI. It should be noted that the average BMI for this sample was
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31, which is in the obese range. Other variables that might be related to achieving and
maintaining appropriate weight need to be considered. It has been found that, in addition
to engaging in high levels of physical activity and a healthy diet, eating breakfast,
regularly monitoring weight, a consistent eating pattern, as well as weight loss initiated
following a medical event are associated with successful long-term weight loss (Wing &
Phelan, 2005).
Model of Change in Lifestyle Behaviors
There were differences as predicted in implementation of lifestyle modifications.
This was indicated by the proportion of individuals engaging in each of the treatment
recommendations. Participants were more likely to have implemented change in their diet
by reducing their fatty food intake and sodium intake. This was followed by change in
physical activity level and weight reduction. Perhaps dietary change is easier for this age
group, or these hypertensive participants understand dietary change to be more important
than physical exercise or weight loss. In addition, dietary changes may be the first step
for many in pursuing a healthier lifestyle. It is possible that many find dietary changes or
reporting dietary change to be easier than increasing physical activity levels; dietary
changes may not disrupt their schedule as much as inserting activity.
Some support for portions of the hypothesized model of change in lifestyle
behaviors since diagnosis (Figure 4) was obtained. For total self-reported change since
diagnosis 10% of the variance was associated with emotional support and Neuroticism.
Individuals who reported that they had more emotional support also reported more total
change. This was similar to the results obtained in analysis of the model for the current
behavior of diet, which is reasonable given that the major changes reported were in diet.
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The results, however, were different in terms of the personality characteristic
related to total change. Those who were more neurotic reported less change since
diagnosis. This result is compatible with earlier research that found that high Neuroticism
scores were correlated with worse perceived health, which then negatively influenced
health outcomes (Chapman et al., 2006). In the analysis of current behavior related to diet
(the major behavior reported to change), however, the personality trait identified as
significant was Conscientiousness. This is also consistent with prior research that has
found that both Conscientiousness and Neuroticism were related to eating habits, but
specifically found Conscientiousness important. Those higher on Conscientiousness were
more likely to have restrained diets, and those with low Conscientiousness were more
emotional and external eaters (Haven, Mulligan, Merrilees, Woods, & Fairooz, 2001). It
is possible that Conscientiousness was indicated as a significant factor in total change due
to the stronger relationship between diet and Conscientiousness.
As predicted, there was a positive relationship between the stage of change for a
particular treatment recommendation and the implementation of that recommendation.
More advanced stages of change for fatty food intake, sodium intake, and physical
activity were related to greater reduction in fatty food and sodium intake and increased
physical activity levels since diagnosis. This relationship connects one’s motivation to
change with actual implementation of change behavior. It must be noted that, although
this relationship was found, some participants reported change since diagnosis, but their
reported motivation to change did not correspond to having implemented change.
Perhaps these participants were rating their current motivation to change their behavior as
opposed to their motivation to change at the time of their diagnosis.
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As in the analyses of the model of current behaviors, age at diagnosis, SES, selfefficacy, health locus of control, and Extraversion were not related to reported change
since diagnosis. Thus, no support was found for inclusion of these variables in the model
of either current lifestyle behaviors or change in lifestyle behaviors.
Methodological Limitations.
This study was retrospective and relied heavily on self-report. Although, selfreport is often very reliable and necessary for many assessment measures, the study
would have provided more accurate measures of change if it were based on chart review,
supplemented with self-reports, or done longitudinally. In a longitudinal design the
behavior could be measured at the time of hypertension diagnosis, rather than years later
as was the case for the majority of participants in this study, and then again at subsequent
intervals to determine change. In addition, this was a correlational study and therefore
causality cannot be inferred, and directionality of effects other than those hypothesized or
observed are possible.
There was minimal precedent for this type of study, as the majority of
intervention studies examine change or implementation of one behavioral modification,
rather than multiple factors or changes in behavior. Therefore, there were numerous
variables of interest that were examined in a relatively small sample.
Objective socioeconomic status was estimated using education level, and although
education is related to other SES estimates and often used as an indicator of SES, other
estimates such as household income, insurance status, and/or access to healthcare, may
have provided a more detailed picture of SES for the sample and could be included in
future studies.
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This sample did not demonstrate much variability in smoking and alcohol intake,
which made it impossible to perform analyses of these targeted lifestyle behaviors. It is
not clear that a longitudinal design conducted today in this country would avoid these
problems. The rates might be similar there as well. A longitudinal study, however, would
have eliminated one of the major methodological limitations of the current study: blood
pressure was correlated with only one of the behavioral modifications (BMI, r = .289,
p<.01). This is problematic because it indicates that changes to the behavioral
modifications would most likely have little to no effect of change on blood pressure,
which is the ultimate goal of implementing lifestyle changes. The major contributing
factor to the lack of relationship between the lifestyle factors and blood pressure is likely
due to the fact that 87% of the sample population was on hypertension specific
medication, and the majority of participants reported medication adherence. Medication
has been found to be very successful in controlling blood pressure, therefore the amount
of variability found in blood pressure measurements may be limited.
Nevertheless, the mean systolic blood pressure remained in the prehypertensive
range (131), above ideal, and diastolic pressure remained only slightly within normal
range (79). Therefore, although the majority of participants were on hypertensive
medication and reported taking their medication, many participants had blood pressure
that remained high, regardless of time since diagnosis. In addition, the average BMI for
this population was 31, which is in the obese range. Both high blood pressure and obesity
are risk factors for cardiovascular disease and other diseases as well. Therefore,
medication is not enough for hypertensive individuals to lower their risk for associated
disease. It is believed that the lifestyle modifications in combination with medication
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would produce even more ideal blood pressure measures, but according to the results of
this study, many hypertensive patients are not implementing the lifestyle modifications
that are needed to greatly reduce their risk for other health-related consequences.
Future Directions
As a next step, partial replication of this study with a larger, more representative
sample would allow for the inclusion of additional variables. Ideally, participants would
enter the study at the time of diagnosis and assess stage of change for the behavioral
modifications immediately. This information could provide researchers with
individualized motivation to change information prior to measuring change and assist in
developing more individualized treatment paradigms. Also, it would be informative to
assess the amount of information on hypertension and the actual recommended
treatments provided by the physician to the patients. If patients are not being educated,
then they may not be aware of the need to implement the recommended lifestyle
modifications.
The information provided by the current study has also lead to more specific
questions about the usefulness of stage of change in predicting actual change outcomes,
the relationship of specific personality factors such as Conscientiousness and Neuroticism
with motivation and implementation of change, and the ways to focus interventions on
areas where hypertensive patients are less likely to change such as weight reduction and
increased physical activity.
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Table 1
Sample Characteristics
________________________________________________________________________
Variable
M
SD
Range
Skew
________________________________________________________________________
Age at interview

65.48

5.64

24

-.67

Systolic blood pressure

131.82

15.98

67

-.16

Diastolic blood pressure

79.55

11.17

46

-.21

Mean arterial pressure

96.53

9.50

49

.18

Social Desirability

20.93

5.67

33

-.44

Depressive Symptoms
1.03
1.36
7
5.12
________________________________________________________________________
Note: The standard error of the skew is 0.197.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent and Independent Variables
________________________________________________________________________
Variable
M
SD
Range
Skew
________________________________________________________________________
Dependent variables
Physical Activity

157.14

70.90

3.84

6.94

34

.09

Body Mass Index

31.09

5.13

24.20

.31

Total change

14.88

2.97

13

-.37

Diet

322.29

.53

Independent variables
Age at diagnosis

56.12

7.70

56

-1.50

SES (education)

15.17

2.52

12

.30

SES (subjective)

0

1.71

9.82

-.19

Self-efficacy

33.35

3.70

16

Health Locus of Control

27.60

5.75

23.0

-.513

Support (emotional)

14.41

1.82

13

-1.02

Support (instrumental)

14.52

1.67

Neuroticism

42.02

8.77

40

-.26

Extraversion

54.11

8.88

41

-.57

7.83

.13

.00

Conscientiousness
51.16
9.79
44
-.39
________________________________________________________________________
Note: SES = socioeconomic status
The SES subjective variable was a standardized composite and therefore the mean is
equal to 0.
The standard error of the skew is 0.197.
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Table 3
Correlations of Independent Variables with Dependent Variables
________________________________________________________________________

Independent

Dependent variables
_________________________________________

variables

Physical
Activity
Diet
BMI
Change
________________________________________________________________________
Age at diagnosis

-.05

.03

-.14

-.14

SES (education)

.11

.08

.00

.04

SES (subjective)

.07

.10

-.02

.01

Self-efficacy

.20*

.10

-.01

.14

Health Locus of Control

.04

-.11

.08

-.01

Social support (emotional)

.04

.30**

-.17*

.27**

Social support (instrumental)

-.06

.22**

-.13

.18*

Neuroticism

-.20*

-.12

.05

-.21*

Extroversion

.10

.16

-.03

.12

Conscientiousness

.23**

.24**

-.20*

.14

________________________________________________________________________
Note: SES = socioeconomic status
*p < .05.
**p < .001.
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Table 4
Percentages and Confidence Intervals (95%) of Sample Reporting
Different Life Style Changes
_______________________________________________________
Change
Lower limit
p
Upper limit
_______________________________________________________
Fat intake

.66

.74

.81

Sodium intake

.64

.71

.79

Weight

.34

.42

.51

Activity
.33
.41
.49
_______________________________________________________
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Table 5
Percentage of Sample in Each Stage of Change for Three Lifestyle Behaviors
_____________________________________________________________________
Stage of change
Fatty foods
Sodium
Activity
_____________________________________________________________________
Precontemplation

22

26

13

Contemplation

5

2

16

Preparation

7

3

17

11

10

12

Active

Maintenance
55
59
42
_____________________________________________________________________
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Table 6
Final Step from Three Backwards Stepwise Regression Analysis with Physical Activity,
Diet, and Total Change as the Dependent Variables

________________________________________________________________________
Independent
variables
B
SEB
t
p
________________________________________________________________________
Activity
Support (instrumental) -5.40

3.24

-.14

-1.67

.10

Neuroticism

-1.23

0.68

-.15

-1.81

.07

Conscientiousness

1.50

0.62

.21

2.43

.02

Diet
Support (emotional)

0.96

0.31

.25

3.06

.003

Conscientiousness

0.11

0.06

.15

1.57

.06

.24

2.98

.003

Total change
Support (emotional)

0.39

0.13

Neuroticism
-0.05
0.03
-.15
-1.83
.07
________________________________________________________________________
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Table 7
Correlations Among the Dependent Variables
______________________________________________________
Variable

Diet

BMI

Change

______________________________________________________
Physical Activity
Diet

.20*

-.06

.11

-.22**

.42**

BMI

-.09

Change
______________________________________________________
*p < .05.
**p < .001.
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Health
behavior
information

Health
behavior
skills

Health
behavior

Health
behavior
motivation

Figure 1: The Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills Model of health behavior.
Fisher, J. & Fisher. (1992). Changing AIDS risk behavior. Psychological Bulletin, 111,
455-74.
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Elicitation
Elicitation of existing levels of
health promotion information,
motivation, behavioral skills, and
health promotion behavior

Intervention
Design and implementation of
empirically targeted intervention
to address health promotion
information, motivation,
behavioral skills, and behavior
deficits

Evaluation
Evaluation of intervention impact
on health promotion information,
motivation, behavioral skills, and
health promotion behavior

Figure 2: The Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills Model approach to the
promotion of health behavior. Fisher & Fisher, J. (1993). A general social psychological
model for changing AIDS risk behavior. In J. Pryor & G. Reeder (Eds.), The social
psychology of HIV infection (pp. 27-53).
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Figure 3: Hypothesized model of motivation to implement current lifestyle
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Figure 4: Hypothesized model of motivation to change lifestyle since diagnosis
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Appendix 1
Brief Medication Questionnaire (Questions 1a through e)

Brief Medication Questionnaire Item 1a-e

Please list below all of the Blood Pressure medications you took in the
PAST WEEK. For each of the medications you list, please answer each of
the questions listed below.

In the Past Week:
a.) Medication Name b.) How many c.) How many
and Strength
days did you
times per day
take it?
did you take
it?
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d) How
many pills
did you take
each time?

e.) How
many
times did
you miss
taking a
pill?

Appendix 2
Healthy Eating Questionnaire
Please indicate the approximate number of servings of each food item/category you
consume on average per week.
Food Item

0
servings

1-3
servings

Whole milk products
Reduced–fat milk products
Cheese
Reduced-fat cheese
Red meat
Pork
Poultry
Fish
Whole eggs
Vegetables
Fruit
Whole grains
Sugar
Salt
Fried foods
Grilled foods
Pizza
Hamburgers
Other fast foods
Candy
Nuts
Regular ice cream
Cake/sweet desserts
Vegetable oil
Margarine/shortening
Butter
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4-6
servings

7-9
servings

10+
servings

Appendix 3
Change Since Diagnosis Questionnaire
Please answer the following questions in reference to changes since your diagnosis of
hypertension.
1. How does your current fatty food intake compare with your intake prior to
diagnosis of hypertension?
Much less
1

Somewhat less
2

No change
3

Somewhat more
4

Much more
5

2. How does your current sodium intake compare with your intake prior to diagnosis
of hypertension?
Much less
1

Somewhat less
2

No change
3

Somewhat more
4

Much more
5

3. How does your current amount of physical activity compare with your activity
level prior to diagnosis of hypertension?
Much less
1

Somewhat less
2

No change
3

Somewhat more
4

Much more
5

4. How does your current weight compare with your weight prior to diagnosis of
hypertension?
Much less
1

Somewhat less
2

No change
3

Somewhat more
4

Much more
5

5. How does your current alcohol intake compare with your intake prior to diagnosis
of hypertension?
Much less
1

Somewhat less
2

No change
3

Somewhat more
4

Much more
5

6. How does your current smoking habit compare with your smoking habit prior to
diagnosis of hypertension?
Much less
1

Somewhat less
2

No change
3
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Somewhat more
4

Much more
5

